March 26, 2014

Teaching Statement Clinic
Grads, polish your teaching statements in this CTL/CDC clinic April 24.

Hoagland Award for Excellence in Undergraduate Teaching
Learn more and submit a proposal by the April 30 deadline.

Top Ten Team-Teaching Tips
Teaching with a co-instructor? With TAs? Use these ten tips to ensure a great teaching experience for your whole team.

Active Learning FAQs
What exactly is active learning? Why is it good to include it in your class? Get some answers in Promoting Active Learning.

Team-teaching, active learning, good STEM teaching practices
Empowering women in STEM

These three classroom practices are shown to help retain students, especially women, in STEM disciplines. Part 3 in a series on closing the gender gap in STEM classrooms.

Get your students excited about active learning

You're ready to take the plunge into some active learning tactics in your class. How do you get your students to come with you? How to get them as excited as you are.

Our Teaching Talk blog keeps you up to date with Stanford advances in teaching and learning.
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